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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Personas represent distinct user types. However, while online user
data can be demographically and behaviorally heterogeneous, most
studies generate less than ten personas, regardless of how heterogeneous the data is. Because all persona creation efforts need to assign
a number of personas to create, assigning this number evokes a
fundamental question, How many personas to create?. To address
this question, we apply data-driven persona creation in a dataset
with 250 million YouTube views from a global news and media organization. We focus on a statistically optimal number of personas,
namely, how the distribution of demographic persona attributes deviates from the baseline user data. Altering the number of generated
personas, ranging from 5 to 160 personas per set, we find that more
personas cover more age groups and countries, thus improving the
statistical correspondence with the raw user data, and increasing
the representation of demographic diversity by including more
fringe user segments. While the user representation continuously
improved with more personas, the relative diversity gain was maximal with 40 personas, implying that, using our data, one ought to
create more than 4 times more personas than generally advocated.
The results imply that organizations with heterogeneous online
audiences benefit from many personas in terms of more inclusive
user representation. We further demonstrate how an interactive
persona system can help stakeholders navigate many personas with
possibly smaller cognitive effort.

Data-driven personas, user segmentation, number of personas

CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference → Evaluation; • Human-centered
computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1

INTRODUCTION

A persona (see Figure 1 for an example) is a fictitious person representing an underlying customer or user group, often the core users of
a product or system, although personas can also represent the potential or desired users of a system [9], website audience segments
[46], or social media followers [33]. Personas are used for enhancing
stakeholders’ perceived empathy towards users [24]. In contrast,
a user segment is defined as a non-personified representation of
users. Whereas personas typically include personified information,
such as a name and picture [25], such details are not conventionally
included when presenting user segments.
Personas are an important method for user understanding in
human-computer interaction (HCI) [9]. Yet, nobody seems to know
how many to exactly create. The current body of knowledge proposes no definitive and empirically strong guidelines based on
scientific evidence. Most typically, a relatively small number of
personas is created, citing presumed concerns over the manageability and cognitive load for users to handle many personas [24].
However, as data-driven personas (DDPs) and interactive persona
systems become more common [1, 15], it is worthwhile to question
this small personas hypothesis by asking if more personas should
be created than conventionally is done, and if interactive systems
can provide features that afford persona users to overcome the
manageability issue of ‘too many personas’ [24].
Indeed, a fundamental question in designing personas (and more
broadly any form of user segmentation) is: How many personas (or
segments) should one create? This question is particularly important
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Figure 1: Example of a DDP, with [A] name, age, gender, and
country; [B] picture, [C] text description, [D] sociographics,
[E] audience size, [F] sentiment, [G] quotes, [H] topics of
interest, and [I] the most viewed content.

for data-driven persona development [21] where the number of personas is a hyperparameter that persona creators can easily change
[14] – for example, creating 100 personas relative to 5 personas
has little to no additional cost. DDPs are often created from social
media and/or web analytics user data, referred to as ‘personified
big data’ [40], which is done using data science algorithms and
completed by leveraging web interaction techniques to provide the
personas to their destined users [1, 2, 5, 15, 16, 22, 34, 39, 46].
Traditionally, choosing the number of personas is based on either
exploratory data analysis, heuristic rules, or a combination of the
two. Research suggests that the number of personas created tends
to be small, within the range of 3-10 [24], which is in line with other
forms of user segments [10]. Despite the small number of personas
being more or less the norm, it is not self-evident that creating
only a handful of personas would result in better design outcomes
and more user-centric decisions than creating more personas. In
fact, instead of arguing for better design outcomes for end-users,
the decision for a small number of personas is often made at least
partially due to presumed idea that stakeholders (i.e., designers,
marketers, managers, public health professionals, analysts, and
others engaged with personas or user segments in their daily jobs)
are unable to cope with many segments. Despite this widespread
belief, we could locate no study that empirically shows it as true.
In fact, the small personas hypothesis appears to be a truism, one
of many in the persona field [30], with the adverse side-effect of
discouraging explorations with a higher number of personas and
interaction techniques that would support using a larger number
of personas for user-centered design.
This question matters because, even when the data might allow
for increasing the number of personas, the existence of the small
personas hypothesis—defined as a tendency of scholars suggesting
that creating a small number of personas is more desirable than
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creating a high number of personas—may pose a mental blockade
for researchers to pursue the development of innovative user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) techniques for presenting more
personas, such as providing persona users with more flexibility to
browse the available personas. In other words, the focus of research
might miss a relevant topic (i.e., ‘How to develop techniques that
support serving more personas to stakeholders?’) while accepting
the default premise that a handful of personas would be adequate.
Moreover, the norm of generating only a handful of personas may
unnecessarily compress large and heterogeneous online audiences
into a handful of personas, a result that can enhance stereotyping
and biased user-centered design instead of taking personas away
from these problems [44].
In this research, we address the question of ‘optimal number of
personas’ by statistical analysis, leaving the user experience aspects
for future work. We define this numeric optimality as an optimal
number of user segments (e.g., personas) that best approximates
the underlying data about users. (See the methodology section for
further details.) We specifically focus on the following research
questions (RQs):
• RQ1: Does the demographic diversity of personas increase
with the number of personas?
• RQ2: Is there an effect of decreasing returns, where the marginal gain of demographic diversity stales?
• RQ3: How can web interaction techniques support a flexible
number of personas?
The motivation of RQ2 is to investigate the nature of how the
demographic diversity of the personas changes along with their
number. In turn, addressing RQ3 with design concepts demonstrates
how generating more personas can make “missing” user segments
more prominent and visible for stakeholders in these organizations,
and how interactive system features can support stakeholders’ process of discovering specific user segments [31], even when these
segments exceed a handful.
The results have implications to persona design, specifically,
how many personas to generate from a given dataset. They also
contribute to the broader field of user segmentation, as segmentation faces the same challenge of determining segment size. Consequently, investigating the question of optimal persona (segment)
number is a worthwhile research objective when using algorithms
for persona generation or user segmentation in general.

2 RELATED STUDIES
2.1 How Many Personas Have Been Created?
To investigate the number of personas in previously created persona
sets, we analyzed 51 research articles from the ACM Digital Library
that reported from specific cases of persona creation. These articles
were identified among full-text articles that mentioned “personas”
in their abstract. Looking at the number of personas in the sets (see
Figure 2) it becomes clear that most have 3 personas, but also 4 in the
set seems to be quite typical. Most commonly, the articles developed
three personas (n = 15, 29.4%). Altogether, close to three out of four
articles (n = 37, 72.5%) developed between 1 to 5 personas. How it
became three and whether three is better than 10 or more is not clear
from the literature. It is also common that the specific numbers are
mentioned without any reference to research or reasoning as to why
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Figure 2: Number of personas in research articles (N = 51).
Researchers tend to generate a small number of personas.
None of the articles created more than ten personas.

this specific number is used for persona creation. This indicates that
persona research predominantly applies a small number of personas,
without necessarily justifying this choice in any clear terms. For
example, a study mentions creating 5-15 personas [2]—despite there
being many more observed patterns in the data—simply because a
relatively small number is suggested in the literature. This example
underlines how the heuristic rules carry over from one study to
another, without anyone questioning them in the process.
We also investigated recommendations given in prominent HCI
textbooks and persona research articles. Most of these recommendations for the number of personas to create are below 10 personas
[9, 23, 24, 27] because this is a “manageable” number [27]. However, there is a scarcity of empirical work addressing this question
using quantitative data and data-driven (algorithmic) methods. The
relationship between the source data and the varying number of
personas generated from it is not well known, and the field of HCI
lacks research efforts in this regard. The next section reviews the
scarce work that we could locate.

2.2

Empirical Work on Optimal Number of
Personas

In one of the rare empirical studies, Chapman et al. [7] evaluate
personas as quantitative information. They find that more granular
personas represent smaller audiences, thus associating the question of numeric optimality with the number of attributes assigned
to the user segment. Nevertheless, no detailed analysis was done
on the optimal number of personas. Since computational methods
have been adopted in the persona creation by some [1, 2, 21, 46],
algorithmically generated user personas address some of the challenges of dealing with online user data by (a) being based on large
volume of quantitative user data, (b) describing a wide range of
behaviors and demographics across the digital user population, and
(c) affording updatability via the use of application programming
interfaces (APIs) and automatic data analysis pipelines. It is also
generally established that the number of DDPs is more malleable
than those created using manual methods, as this number can be
arbitrarily changed as a hyperparameter of an algorithm [14].
Using algorithmic persona creation, Jansen and colleagues [14]
focused on reducing the number of DDPs to a “manageable” number that efficiently represents the heterogeneous user population,
while maintaining the “meaning” (i.e., demographic similarity) of
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the personas. They applied an algorithmic cost function to collapse
the set to the minimum needed to represent the whole population,
collapsing 1593 personas to 493, and thus decreasing the number of
DDPs by 69%. Algorithmic cost function is a procedure of assessing
the performance of an algorithm or a model. It is based on calculating the difference between the generated outputs (e.g., personas)
and the actual data (e.g., the raw user data). The difference will
be high if the outputs are far from the actual data, and vice versa.
Results of Jansen and colleagues [14] suggest that using algorithms
can result in not a handful but hundreds of DDPs for organization
with large worldwide user populations.
Canossa and Drachen [6] use subsets to expand the number
of player personas from a smaller number of “main” personas,
with fewer primary personas that describe more significant user
segments or are otherwise more impactful for a given design task.
In contrast, the secondary set contains personas describing smaller
user segments. Looking at the industrial use of personas, Nielsen
and Hansen [25] found that the number of personas varies between
3-12, with most companies having sets between 3-6, but two persona
sets had 10 and 12 personas.

2.3

The Optimal Number of User Segments

There is similar lack of work addressing the optimal number of user
segments. In their literature review, Fu et al. [10] found that most
user segments (clusters) are in the range of 3-8, with an average of
5.5 segments. The highest number found by the researchers was 8
segments (4 studies), and the smallest number was 3 segments (4
studies) [10]. Overall, the optimal number of segments or clusters
is considered as an open research question in computer science,
with several metrics and approaches suggested [35, 36, 45]. Computer scientists generally tend to favor data-driven determination
of segments, where a threshold value is set either by visualizing the
data—the so-called elbow method [41]—or by examining outcome
metrics, such as residual error [3] or variance [45]. In contrast,
social media analysts are often more concerned with presenting
a number of segments that stakeholders can cope with and that
can be feasibly presented to them using media such as presentation
slides, PDFs, or paper prints. Nonetheless, like in computer science,
the number of optimal segments has been debated over the years
also in marketing [4, 19, 42, 43], with few definitive answers. Researchers seem to coalesce on a small number of segments, though,
with the—often implicit—assumption that stakeholders cannot cope
with a large number.
Overall, the expansion of digital end-user data, including social
media and online analytics user data about demographics, behaviors, engagement, sentiment and other variables of interest, has
led to exciting opportunities for user segmentation to understand
users and social media audiences in digital environments, applications, and systems [40]. However, extracting value from digital
user data remains challenging for people involved in analyzing user
behavior and making user-centric decisions. Therefore, despite the
availability of online analytics data—and perhaps partly because
of it—converting this data into practically useful insights remains
challenging [13]. This has inspired researchers to suggest automatic
tools for user analytics and user behavior pattern detection [37, 47].
Obtaining full value from online user data would seem to direct
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us away from the small personas hypothesis, simply due to the
fact that online user populations are heterogeneous. For example, a
YouTube channel can have viewers from more than 100 countries,
old and young, male and female, interested in sports while others
in gaming. So, it is unlikely that such heterogeneous populations
could be effectively represented by a handful of personas.
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demographic variation to emerge (with two personas, for example,
the opportunity of getting different demographic values is very
small because there simply is too few values to include). The results are then analyzed to address how well the DDPs in each set
correspond with the baseline data’s actual demographic properties.

4.1
3

RESEARCH GAP AND HYPOTHESES

The “optimal” number of segments is one of the fundamental questions in persona design and other fields depending on user segmentation, such as Web analytics, health informatics, social media
marketing, and so on. This is because analysts working with user
data need to determine the number of segments they create in one
way or another. This number can either “emerge” from the data (induction) or be set a priori (deduction). Previous research has largely
overlooked the aspect of how well user segments representations,
such as personas, represent real data distributions. The criticism of
persona creation being based on heuristics rather than empirical
evidence goes back to at least 2006 [8]. Still, the rationale for assigning the number is typically based on the assumption that users
lack the capacity to process many personas. However, we could not
locate any study that empirically substantiates this assumption.
Previous studies imply, although not directly show, suggest that
the number of personas results in more diverse user representation.
Therefore, we expect that the more personas are created, the larger
the representation of a range of demographics and behaviors in
the user populations (e.g., website users, social media followers,
online news audiences). We formulate an explicit hypothesis to test
demographic traits as variants of this hypothesis: H1: More personas results in a better representation of users’ (a) gender,
(b) age, and (c) country. Contrary to the main-stream belief of
creating a handful personas, it is reasonable to expect that more
personas may improve the demographic diversity of user representation [11]—i.e., the inclusion of more demographic groups in the
persona set—although this remains to be empirically shown, hence
the need for the current hypothesis.
Often, segmentation follows the law of decreasing returns (i.e.,
marginal benefits become smaller over time) and algorithms tend to
convergence to some specific values, which human data scientists
may obtain via visualization and heuristic rules. It is important to
test whether these conventions also hold in the context of datadriven personas, which is why we propose the following hypothesis: H2: There is an effect of decreasing returns, where the
marginal gain of personas’ demographic diversity decreases
after a peak.

4

METHODOLOGY

We present an empirical analysis of what happens when increasing
the number of algorithmically generated personas, particularly in
relation to baseline data about social media users. We increase the
number of DDPs using a geometrical series with a multiplier of
two—that is, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160. Geometrical series is chosen
because this enables us to generate personas from a quite broad
overall range with reasonable interval values. We start from five
personas, as this falls in the range of often-used numbers for personas in the literature, and provides already some opportunity for

Data Collection

Our dataset consists of 246,082,804 engagements (Views) on YouTube
Channel of a large, international news and media organization. The
view counts and demographic groups form the bases of DDPs, for
which we apply a previously validated method called Automatic
Persona Generation (APG) [1, 2] 1 . The view counts originate from
11, 077 videos published between January 2016 and February 2019
on the organization’s YouTube Channel. The users of these channels locate in 172 countries and regions and the age range varies
from 13 to 65+, with 25-34 being the most common age category
– see Figure 3 that shows the distribution of demographic groups
in the baseline data. As such, this dataset exemplifies a large and
heterogeneous user base in an online setting.
Using this source data, APG generated sets of [5, 10, 20, 40, 80,
160] personas. While the APG methodology is validated and explained more thoroughly in separate research articles [1, 2], the
following section gives a brief overview for the reader’s convenience.

Figure 3: Gender and age distributions of the baseline data
from YouTube. Count indicates the number of demographic
groups.

4.2

Persona Generation

4.2.1 Data Collection from Online Platforms. Online analytics platforms (e.g., Google Analytics, YouTube Analytics, Facebook Insights) enable the collection of user data automatically via application programming interfaces (APIs) 2 . Typically, online platforms
aggregate this data to protect the privacy of individual users. An
example of an aggregated user segment is Female, 44-55, Denmark,
containing no personally identifiable information. The segments
given by the online analytics platforms tend to contain information
on the gender, age, and country of the users, typically collected
from the users upon registration. Various interaction metrics can be
retrieved for each group (e.g., clicking and viewing content). For example, the user segment [Female, 45-54, Denmark] can have [2, 333]
1 https://persona.qcri.org
2 Note

that accessing the analytics data requires authorization from the owner of the
analytics property.
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Figure 4: NMF used in APG [2]. The interaction matrix V is
decomposed to two matrices, W and H , by p latent patterns
indicating the number of segments. ϵ indicates the reproduction error.
views for [Video X]. Using the APIs of online analytics platforms,
APG collects this aggregated data for products and engagement metrics. For example, from YouTube Analytics, APG collects videos and
their view counts, whereas, from Google Analytics, APG collects
pages and the number of sessions.
4.2.2 Algorithmic Processing of the Data. After collecting the data
from an online analytics platform (with the channel owner’s permission), APG uses an automated computational approach to transform
data into an interaction matrix that captures the engagement between users and digital content (e.g., online videos, webpages, etc.)
[1, 2]. This matrix, V, is a g × c matrix of g user segments and c
digital contents. The elements of V, Vi j , is any count metric that
reflects the engagement of user segment G i with digital content
C j . For example, in YouTube Analytics, Vi j is a view count for a
particular video, C j from the user segment G i . The user segment
is characterized by gender, age, and country (e.g., Male, 35 − 44,
Finland). Using V as the basis, non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) [17] is applied to detect p latent patterns that represent the
user segment’s digital content preferences (see Figure 4). APG then
chooses a representative demographic group for each underlying
pattern and enriches this demographic group with personified information (picture, name, topics of interest, quotes, etc.) to generate
a complete persona profile (an example provided in Figure 1).
In Figure 1, the Persona Profile section [A] contains basic information of the DDP, including name, gender, age, and country.
These correspond to the content of a typical persona profile [25]
The About persona section [B] includes a text description of the
DDP, generated using a dynamic template. The Topics of interest
section [C] describes the DDP’s interests based on the classification
of the content the DDP has interacted with. The Most Viewed Videos
section [E] lists the content the DDP has viewed, while the Quotes
section [D] includes comments pulled from this content. Finally,
the Potential reach section [F] shows the number of people similar
to the DDP, calculated by querying the Facebook Marketing API3
with the location, gender, age, and interests corresponding to the
DDP’s characteristics.

4.3

Statistical Distance Metrics

In information science, statistics, and probability theory, statistical
distance deals with quantifying the similarity or difference between
two variables or probability distributions. A probability distribution
3 https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-apis/
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expresses a series of probabilities for a set of possible outcomes.
In this study, we equate the proportions of demographic attribute
values to a probability distribution. For example, say there are
3 personas, of which 2 are Indian and 1 is American; then the
probability distribution would be [2/3, 1/3] for the persona set’s
nationalities to be Indian and American, respectively. If the baseline
dataset from which the personas were created contained 66% Indian
users and 34% American users, we would say that the statistical
distance between these two objects – the persona distribution and
the baseline dataset – would be very close. The farther the ratios
of persona nationalities go from the “ideal” ratio indicated by the
baseline data, the higher the statistical distance is.
Following this intuition, we calculate the distribution for each
persona attribute for the baseline data and for the generated DDPs
sets. The age groups, genders, and countries used as persona attributes originate from YouTube Analytics that uses binary gender
categorization and seven age groups (see Figure 3). Then, we compare these distributions using three statistical distance metrics:
Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KL) [12], Hellinger Distance (HD)
[38], and Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (KS) [18]. The lower the
values these metrics give, the closer the attributes in the set of DDPs
are to the baseline data. The statistical metrics deployed quantify
the similarity of the generated personas and the raw data. Each
metric uses a different formula for that, but they all compare proportions of persona features against the corresponding proportions
of features in the baseline data. In basic terms, the metrics indicate a difference between two probability distributions, a and b,
which here are personas’ demographic attributes and demographic
attributes in the raw data. The supplementary material provides
mathematical formulation of these metrics for interested readers.
We chose these three metrics as they are among the standard
metrics for measuring statistical distance of two distributions and,
thus, correspond to our research problem. In addition, three metrics
(as opposed to using only one) help establish consistency of the
results, avoiding the results being dependent on the mathematical
nature of any one metric. The chosen three metrics enable the
comparison of data distributions between the baseline data and
the generated DDPs, including the share of males and females, age
groups, and countries.

5

RESULTS

Figure 5 summarizes the results of statistical distance comparisons.
Generally, KL shows that persona distance to baseline data drastically improves when increasing the number of personas, especially
for age and country. The KS metric struggles with gender because
of the binary values of this variable. Apart from that, KS and HD
provide very similar results, except for age, in which KS produces
a stable pattern rather than a clear decrease. Overall, the values
indicate that accuracy of the personas increases with their number,
which is further supported by Table 1.
From the distance metrics, we observe no effect of diminishing returns in the sense that the distance between DDPs and the
baseline data distributions would stabilize. This suggests that even
more than 160 DDPs are needed if one wants to achieve numeric
optimality with this dataset. It is likely that at some point, the
information gains would stabilize. However, our results suggest
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that this possibly requires hundreds of DDPs, and certainly more
than a handful of user personas typically created. Therefore, H1
is supported overall: More personas result in a better representation of user data. More specifically, when the number of
personas doubles, the three metrics’ values decrease by 12.5% on
average, indicating a better representation of the baseline data.

5.1

Gender

The KL and H D metrics give almost identical results for all categories (see Figure 5), whereas KS gives distinctly different results
for age and gender. This is likely because the mathematical properties of KS are more appropriate for a higher number of potential
values in a category. The relatively low values of the metrics for
gender, especially in the 5 and 20 DDP sets (see Figure 5b) indicate that numeric optimality for gender can be achieved even with a
low number of DDPs. Therefore, H1a is not supported: There is
no evidence that more personas would result in a better representation of user gender. This can be explained as a natural
consequence of gender having only two values for the algorithm to
choose from; in other words, it is relatively easier for the algorithm
to generate representative personas than it is when the attribute
has a lot of values to choose from.

5.2

Age

Interestingly, even though age also has a relatively small number
of possible values (seven age groups), the approximation of age
seems to stabilize only after 80 DDPs (see Figure 5a). Especially
the elderly age groups are underrepresented with smaller numbers
of DDPs (see Figure 6). Among the “new” ages appearing (relative
to 5 DDPs) are 35-44 (at 10 DDPs), 45-54 (at 20 DDPs), 13-17 and
55-64 (at 40 DDPs), and 65+ (at 80 DDPs). Overall, creating fewer
personas tends to prioritize age groups with larger representation
in the baseline data, so that many personas are required in order
for the algorithm to find a persona for minority groups. Only at 80
DDPs there is at least one DDP for each age group.
The fact that the youngest age group of 13-17 also grows at a
pattern of 2 → 3 → 7 (see the first row in Figure 6) indicates that the
effect on persona age is symmetrical: both the youngest and oldest
age groups become more prevalent with more personas. Moreover,
even though all ages are covered at 80 DDPs, age groups become
more balanced with 160 DDPs, as shown by the decreasing values
in Figure 5a. This diversification effect can be quantified using the
Entropy metric (H ) that considers the probability P of an age group
i across all the age groups M:
H =−

M
Õ

Pi loд2 Pi

(1)

i=1

The obtained values indicate that DDPs become more diversified
when going from 80 (H = 1.43) to 160 (H = 1.51) personas. To
corroborate this, we also calculated Simpson Dominance Index (S):
D =1−

M
Õ

n(n − 1)/N (N − 1),

(2)

i=1

where n is number of personas within a given age group, and N
is the number of personas in the set. The values of this metric are

to be interpreted in reverse to H , so that a higher number indicates
a particular category value is dominating. The results of S are
consistent with H , so that 80 DDPs have more age dominance (S =
32.1%) than 160 DDPs (S = 28.9%). This indicates that even though all
age groups are already represented among 80 personas, increasing
the number beyond this makes rarer age groups appear more often.
In aggregate, the results indicate that H1b is supported: Creating
more personas results in a better representation of user age.
The implication is that personas from the youngest and eldest age
group would not appear at all before 80 personas (see Figure 7).

5.3

Country

Because country contains 172 possible values, personas with a
“new” country emerge even within the set of 160 DDPs (e.g., France,
Norway, Denmark). Percent-wise, 40% of the persona countries
are new in the set of 10 DDPs, 35% in the 20 DDPs, 27.5% in the
40 DDPs, 17.5% in the 80 DDPs, and 16.9% in the 160 DDPs. For
example, in the 40 persona set, there are personas from 11 new
countries that did not emerge in the smaller persona sets: Australia,
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Germany, Singapore, Kenya,
South-Africa, Netherlands, Brazil, Morocco, and Taiwan.
In the baseline data, the average view counts across all the persona sets is higher for the “old” countries that had emerged in the
smaller DDP sets (M = 20.3 million) than for the new countries (M
= 4.2 million). Welch’s t-test shows that this difference between
the groups is significant, t(86.9) = -7.6, p < .0001. Therefore, H1c is
supported: More personas results in a better representation
of user country. Figure 8 illustrates the found differences.

5.4

RQ2: Is There an Effect of Decreasing
Returns?

The results from the distance metrics (see Table 1) show that more
personas are always better for capturing demographic attributes
from the baseline data. Doubling the number of DDPs yields a
general trend of negative growth (R 2 = 0.897), which indicates that
the increase in the number of DDPs improves the approximation of
the baseline data about the users in a reasonably consistent manner.
This implies that, within the tested range of personas, there is no
clear effect of diminishing returns when it comes to measuring the
distance between the personas and the underlying dataset.
However, are the effects consistent when considering the personas’ demographic diversity? To investigate this, we define a
metric called Diversity (D), which equals the number of unique
attributes in the persona set.
We compute D separately for age, gender, and country, and take
their sum that defines how many unique values a persona set has.
We then compare D of each set to the previous set to obtain a
growth rate in unique demographic values, obtaining what we call
the Relative Diversity Gain (RDG) between two successive persona
sets i and j:
D j − Di
(3)
Di
The RDG indicates the growth in new attribute values that were
not included in the previous set of personas. Figure 9 shows that the
set of 40 personas has the largest gain of new demographics relative
RDG =
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(a) Age
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(b) Gender

(c) Country

(d) Average

Figure 5: Results of comparing the persona sets with the underlying data distributions. Closer to zero indicates better correspondence with the baseline data.
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

N=5
13-17
N=10

18-24

Table 1: Average decrease of the distance metrics (KL, HD,
KS). The numbers indicate that increasing the number of
personas improves the representativeness of the personas
relative to the baseline user data.

25-34

N=20

35-44
45-54

N=40

from 5 to 10
from 10 to 20
from 20 to 40
from 40 to 80
from 80 to 160

55-64
65+

N=80
N=160

Figure 6: Age diversification effect. The color coding shows
how the age of the DDPs diversifies over the number of DDPs
(Red = fewer DDPs, Green = more DDPs).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Madison, a young segment only visible after 40
DDPs, and (b) Bill, an elderly segment only visible after 80
DDPs. Personas from these age groups appear only when increasing the number of DDPs, making demographic outlier
user segments more concrete for decision makers.

to the previous sets. This implies that, although gains may continue
after 40 personas, the proportional gains will not be as great in terms
of increasing persona diversity. As such, H2 is supported: There
is an effect of decreasing returns, where the marginal gain of
personas’ diversity decreases after a peak. In our experimental
range of 5 to 160 personas, this peak was achieved with 40 personas.

5.5

Age
-20 %
-16 %
-18 %
-37 %
-12 %

Gender
63 %
-30 %
26 %
-14 %
-13 %

Country
-4 %
-4 %
-10 %
-11 %
-22 %

Average
-8 %
-11 %
-10 %
-16 %
-17 %

RQ3: How Can System Features be
Developed to Support a Flexible Number of
Personas?

In practice, we suggest developing techniques that support user
choice for the number of DDPs for a given task. Our experiences
from the field (observational user studies with a real persona system) imply that it is challenging to get stakeholders spontaneously
to change the number of DDPs, even when a persona system has this
functionality. It appears that the stakeholders simply lack the context to decide why a specific number (e.g., 5 or 15) would be better
and predominantly accept the system’s default number. However, a
useful way for getting the same outcome is giving the stakeholders
navigational filters that enable them to narrow down the DDPs by
age, gender, country, persona’s interests, and so on. Figure 10 illustrates interactive web techniques for a flexible number of personas.
In Figure 10(a), the several functionalities demonstrated include
an option for [A)] finding personas based on their demographics,
interests, or other information (Figure 10(b) further illustrates a use
case for this), [B] predicting what personas among the total number
would be interested in a given social media content, [C] sorting the
personas based on their representativeness of the baseline user data
or other criteria. The personas are shown in a scrollable sidebar
[D] and selecting a given persona [E] will load the persona’s full
profile.
Figure 10(b) illustrates a user segment identification task [31],
“Finding Ashley”. Using the search functionality of an interactive
system, stakeholders can narrow down the DDPs according to taskspecific requirements. Scenario: a stakeholder wants to find a target
segment for her new campaign. She wants to target occasional
audience members that are Female, 25-34 years of age, from the
United States, and interested in Arts & Culture. Out of the 100
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 8: (a) Unique countries in a persona set. (b) The viewcount differences for new and previously emerging countries in
a given persona set. Diverging lines indicate that, as the number of personas increases, smaller audiences are included in the
persona sets.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Implications for Persona Creation

Figure 9: RDG indicates a point where the number of unseen demographics peaks. Y-axis indicates the proportional
increase in unique demographic attributes over the previous
persona set. RDG peaks at 40 personas.

available DDPs, the system finds one matching DDP. Screenshots
from a real persona system (https://persona.qcri.org). We leave the
user evaluation of this approach for future work.
Interactive features such as this can signify a paradigm shift for
personas: rather than the persona developers deciding the right
number of personas on stakeholders’ behalf, the stakeholders will
make this choice themselves, possibly without even thinking of a
specific number. Logically, “persona search” will enable the users
to narrow down the list of candidate personas for a given usercentric task. Trends supporting such a shift include the availability
of online user data, automation of data analysis, and the rise of interactive Web systems for DDPs [29]. We believe the idea of “persona
search” to be a great step in the right direction by better supporting
human teams in finding the main personas from a larger group
of automatically generated personas. The idea is that interactive
features in an interactive persona system make the user’s cognitive
cost a constant rather than a variable. This removes the cognitive
cost constraint, and the number of personas can be set either by
data-driven way , or by task fit, e.g., by searching for personas that
match specific attributes that the designer seeks.

The results indicate that creating more personas is beneficial for
the better representation of the user base’s demographic features,
which is particularly important when dealing with large and heterogeneous online audiences. We also illustrate some key interaction
features to deal with a larger of personas. The current study therefore presents one of the few – if not the only – studies exclusively focusing on the question of how many personas to create. Specifically,
our study provides primary empirical analysis towards determining
how many personas might be needed in international contexts with
highly diverse user populations. Our findings support the anecdotal
observations from previous research that one needs more personas
to describe diverse and international audiences [26, 32].
More specifically, the results illustrate two specific diversification
effects: age and country diversification effects. Age diversification
means that the algorithm selects more age groups when increasing
the number of personas, thus increasing the age diversity of the
persona sets. Country diversification means that smaller geographic
regions (in terms of their engagement with online content) become
included in the persona sets when the number of personas increases.
We also address the calls in persona research for more empirical
studies of representative and accurate personas [7, 8, 39] by showing
that the increase in the number of DDPs reduces the statistical
distance (error) of the personas relative to the baseline data. This
also has a positive effect on the inclusivity of the personas [11], as
the demographic diversity and representation of demographically
marginalized groups increases with more personas.
Thus, the advantages for increasing the number of personas
are two-fold: (a) representing the data more accurately (which
is a statistical benefit evidenced by the decreasing trend in the
statistical metrics when increasing the number of personas); and (b)
representing fringe audience segments (which is a diversity benefit
evidence by the increasing diversity metric when increasing the
number of personas).
Because of the observed consistent pattern of better approximating the baseline data, simple techniques such as the elbow method
are ill-equipped for determining a single “optimal” number of DDPs
using our data (after which adding more DDPs would not add much
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Figure 10: Interactive features for managing with a large number of personas (explained in text).
information). Instead, it appears even more than 160 DDPs are
needed for the marginal error to stabilize. The numerically optimal
number of personas appears to be “as many as possible”. We devise a metric—the Relative gain of diversity—to partially address
this challenge. Applying the RDG on our dataset yields 40 as the
number that most increases the diversity in the persona set. The
advantage of using this metric is that it can provide a useful way
of determining a cut-off point for the number of personas in cases
where the marginal error seems to continuously decrease with the
number of personas.
The current study has important implications for creation of personas to portray online audiences, and other audiences comprising
a wide range of behaviors and demographics. It sheds light on the
ability of “more” personas to cover more demographic attributes of
the underlying data about users, and embodies a methodology to
create effective international and global personas [26]. This may
provide tangible design advantages realized in the course of making
decisions for a broader mental model that accounts for demographic
diversity and can possibly help mitigate the designer’s bias of focusing on majority groups available in the data [44]. Since the
presenting demographically diverse user segments is considered instrumental for mitigating the fundamental risk of stereotyping [11],
our results involve implications to fair persona creation (i.e., one
that increases the diversity of different demographic groups being
represented by the personas), which is seen as a crucial dimension
in ethical use of personas and user datasets [28].
Overall, the research challenges the established “small number
of personas” hypothesis. This is an important contribution as existing studies are often based on heuristically determined numbers
without any in-depth reasoning, except that too many personas can
be too complicated for users to handle. Consequently, this premise
can hinder and restrict further development of data-driven user
segmentation. In contrast, our findings suggest that data-driven
approaches can more actively be applied to investigate the optimal number of personas than done so far in the literature. Given
that that there is no clear evidence of how many user segments or

personas stakeholders can cope with, the question of how many
personas to generate ought to be be explored with an open mind.

6.2

Implications for Organizations Using
Personas

The applicability of our findings concerns organizations with large
and heterogeneous, often international or global, audiences. These
include, among others, news and media companies, international ecommerce sites, social media channels and influences, public health
broadcasters, and others.
Our research has three key takeaways for persona developers
that create personas for such organizations.
• Data-driven approaches create pressure for going beyond a handful of personas. The computational cost for
increasing the number of data-driven personas is negligible,
as one can generate either 5 or 500 segments with a click
of a button, which drastically differs from manual persona
creation. With large digital user populations, assuming each
segment is unique and needs a persona, 3-10 is simply not
enough. In lack of other analyses, our findings point to 40
as a reasonable benchmark for a global user population.
• More DDPs better portray marginal audiences from
digital user data. The results show no point of diminishing
returns: from a numeric point of view, more DDPs are always better, as they cover more unique user characteristics,
specifically characteristics with multiple levels, such as age
and country.
• Persona traits with fewer classes (e.g., gender) can be
approximated more easily than traits with more classes
(e.g., country). Therefore, persona creators should examine their data distributions carefully prior to deciding the
number of personas.
Using the premise that each user segment needs a persona, the
traditional small number of personas cannot adequately work for
organizations with large and diverse user populations, especially
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in digital environments. Coincidentally, this may be a factor in the
criticism that personas have been argued to be of little value in the
design process [20]. When fewer personas are created, personas
that could be relevant for design could be ignored, as these personas
never appear for the stakeholders. Figure 7 shows two examples
of DDPs “missing” from the sets with a smaller number of DDPs.
Hence, with more personas, one can concretely observe and clarify
what type of people are missing when using a smaller segmentation
number. Some of these personas can be important when designing
social media content for different markets. The implications impact
organizations with broad international audiences, as such audiences
include many countries and age groups that the personas should
represent. It is crucial that these organizations set the number
of personas high enough to cover at least the central audience
segments in the data. According to our results, 40 personas provide
the highest diversity gain in terms of demographic features.

6.3

Limitations and Future Work

One can criticize the approach of increasing the number of personas
based on the fact that fringe personas still remain rare even in the
bigger persona sets. For example, even if the chance of picking an
older persona increases with more personas, the overall chance
will still be very small (assume two personas in the 40-persona set
would be above 65 years old; this would mean 2 / 40 = 5% chance
of a random persona being above 65 years). This argument is, on
one hand, correct and, on the other hand, incorrect. It is correct
if one presumes that the designer is randomly assigned a persona
among the generated ones. But it is incorrect if one presumes that
the designer can choose the persona (in which case the choice is not
random, but influenced by the designer’s preference). With more
personas, the designer will be exposed to the age group 65+, an age
group that did not even exist among the smaller set of personas and
that, therefore, could not previously be part of her consideration set.
So, given that there is a system that serves more personas efficiently,
having more personas increases the designer’s freedom of choice.
Our results do not provide a definitive answer to the question of
how many personas should one create. The answer to this fundamental question might be Pareto optimal—a balance between the
human need for fewer personas (i.e., cognitive cost) and the representational quality (i.e., diversity) of many personas. In this study,
we did not address the element of cognitive cost, which means that
finding an appropriate heuristic for this two-sided optimization
problem remains for future work.
In our results, p=40 produced the biggest relative gain of demographic variety. This implies that the traditional ‘less than ten
personas’ is most likely inadequate for representing large and heterogeneous online populations (LHOPs). From this, we can conceive
two alternative research directions to pursue: either (1) to look into
increasing the number of personas as a problem that applies universally to all persona types, or (2) to separate LHOPs as a special case
of persona creation, for which a higher number of personas than
ten is generally required (whereas the other persona types might
not be so much affected). A corollary is that the heterogeneity of
the data should contribute to deciding the number, most likely in a
decisive way.
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Finally, intelligent features regarding how to recommend decision makers specific personas based on their tasks remains an
interesting and impactful area for future research (especially user
studies) that is currently missing any meaningful contributions.

7

CONCLUSION

The study illustrates that increasing the number of data-driven personas from digital user data increases the accuracy with which these
personas represent the data that was used to generate them. We
also show that the higher number of personas means the personas
are more inclusive, providing a better representation of fringe user
groups. The gains of increasing personas’ demographic diversity
were relatively highest when the number of personas was forty.
The results also imply that the more demographic variation the
user attributes have in the baseline data, the more personas should
be generated to cover this variation adequately. Hence, persona
creators should examine their data distributions carefully prior to
deciding the number of personas. In conclusion, more personas
should be generated and considered when studying, understanding,
and making decisions about a user base.
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